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About This Game
What a mess! Grimelda, a young witch, wanted to give her hair a little makeover when suddenly a tiny drop of her hair dye
dripped into the magic cauldron of her aunt! And then it happened... BOOM! A big bang followed by a massive explosion! Now
the whole, beautiful forest is covered with nasty, purple ooze! The young witch must clean everything up before her aunt comes
back...
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Title: The Witch's Apprentice: A Magical Mishap
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Whalebox Studio
Publisher:
gamigo AG
Release Date: 14 Jan, 2018

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10
Processor: Min. CPU 1500 MHz
Memory: 1024 MB RAM
Graphics: Grafic card with 128 MB
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 500 MB available space
Sound Card: yes

English,German,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,French,Italian,Dutch,Portuguese
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holy♥♥♥♥♥♥no. Cute, fun tower game. Great for playing when you're bored.. Hello I m Komando,
I liked this game, if you see big heads and weapons you could play this game.
Game is still developing and in early beta really. So if you can wait updates and players, don2t wait. Buy now.
But, maybe you can't play now because game need some advertisments to catch players, and game is mo fps so you can't play
yourself.
My point to game is 7/10. If we think game is in early development this point is good.
Have a nice days ...
If you want to play game, please buy with your friends .... Well this was disappointing...
https:\/\/youtu.be\/efRrOso1tIE
Cargo Cult was supposed to be a loot based shooter like Void Rangers. At least that's what I thought. It presents itself as a loot
based game IMO but admittedly the Steam page does mention upgrades and unlocks. So part of the fault is mine for making
assumptions.
The good:
I liked the steampunk look. The minigun looked and felt great.
The music really fit the world. Very light and whimsical.
Butchering Donkey Kong and his family for their lunch money!
The not so good...
I don't really know what was missing, just that there was some sound cue that wasn't there. Probably enemy attacks and some
flight noises especially when enemies were off screen. It's very distracting to not have those sound cues that you would expect.
It could also have been that the BGM was so loud that it drowned those other sounds out. The desktop audio is - 15 db and I've
got a + 7 db gain on my mic audio and there are still times I'm getting drowned out.
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The lack of challenge or depth. I did die once due to me not paying attention. Once I planted the shield in front of my chest, I
was unkillable. The gameplay just felt bland.
There are only 3 'levels' or 3 boss fights at the end of a series of waves. All of which are in the same level\/world where you
follow a linear path through floating rocks. All in all, without the death it lasts about 15 minutes or so.

In the end, Cargo Cult: Shoot & Loot is far from a $14.99 title and it feels like a bit of a cash grab to me. There have been
updates since launch but they appear to be very minor. Steam Trading cards and small tweaks. This may be something to pick up
on a sale but honestly there are much better titles out there for less.
I'm all for supporting devs and paying a fair price. The game should be worth it though. Cargo Cult: Shoot & Loot isn't one of
those games.. A really bad game about fighting rabbits that controls and looks like♥♥♥♥♥♥ Interestingly enough, the spiritual
successor, Overgrowth, looks really kickass and I'm looking forward to that.. I asked for refund.
Game ran so poorly it was not worth it at all.
even when you get it to run, there is only 2 game screnarios.. both seems to be impossible..
your carrier get swamped with alien fighters and captial ship ... you and urs die fast!
meybee in a half a year it is playable... i will follow the reviews for the idea of the game is good!
. Another fine addition to the series. A grand story of young farmer boy saving the world or kingdom. Generally enjoyable,
though I found at times it suffered from an iron crisis possibly even worse than the sword coast making many many weapons
break after just one use. <Annoyed>. Other than that, got exactly what I expected, and will buy #4 instantly should it eventuate..
Best alternative to fortnite when you rage on fortnite go to this game and reck noobs telling you it works best game out here
drop high kill games. What I think about the Desert (Singleplayer): this place is one of the worst maps, it has Water hogging
camels and is impossible to survive in.
What I think about the Game: Multiplayer is better than single player because there are no annoying NPC's, I also think The
Game is 50% dead because there hasn't been news ever since March
How Much i Hate/Like this game: Neutral
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Keep it for the phone or make it proper!
Game doesn't even have a EXIT option!. AMAZING GAME -AMAZING CONCEPT!!!
Please Note Do not buy this game hoping for *another clone* (terraria/craft the world/junk jack it is NOT) Aground is trying (and
succeeding) to be its *own game* - on this alone i give it a good review!
But lets dive in to the rest of it - what you can expect and what you shouldn't
DO NOT EXPECT
- any such clone of craft the world etc etc etc (as mentioned above)
- a fully released game (its EA)
- AAA GFX or price tag
WHAT YOU SHOULD EXPECT
ok lets get this *clone* stuff out of the way fully before moving on... If i was to call this a clone of any game, i would liken it to
Kingdoms - New Lands / Niffleheim... with those **old** miner games thrown in. (only BETTER!)
Also what this game currently has it does VERY well (from what i have experienced so far - not off the first *island* yet)
Yes you can build - but it is very *streamlined* **get enough materials for the forge? great, it will let you know by building it
*for you* there and then** (once you have the materials, the computer/Ai does all the hard work for you - to me this is a
possative and also a small negative.. although it means i dont have to get everything trying to look exactly the way i want it and
take hours upon hours getting it right, it also means that aspect does not exist whatsoever)
The mining is very basic (think of that *old oil drilling game* whatever it was called) - again this frees up a lot of time for
exploration and other things, but it also makes it feel **Slightly** shallow.
**EDIT: forgot to mention the quests -they are good and a nice addition - but i would see them more as a tutorial to be
honest.**
NPCS - these guys are cool, awesome - and at times, hillarious (don't skip their chat, you will come to love their quirks i
promise!)
MOBS - to be honest this **might be** a small negative (haven't decided yet) reason = i find them far too easy (at the moment
the only things which can kill me are bores and wurms but they take too long to do so **once you get a steel sword and armor**
there may be (i hope) harder enimes the more i progress through the game!
CRAFTING - again, in a way - very streamlined but i love the way it is done, it will tell you at a galnce (only exception is the
Workbench) what materials you have to craft something and will craft direct from storage - The Workbench needs you to have
all materials in your active inventory
STORY - Ok so remember, still on the first island at the time of review- although what i have experienced of the story, the
narrative works extreamly well and is very interesting (and most of the time tongue in cheek - which i like with narratives) ((NO
SPOILERS! SO DON'T EVEN ASK :P))
FINAL VERDICT - I am rating this game 8.5/10 the reason is this
As much as the game plays well and has a great concept and tries to be its own game in comparrison to those above, for me it
might be a bit TOO streamlined (wish there was more **player input/customization** over how the building and crafting goes,
if it wasn't for that it would most likely be 10/10
ALSO this game has a very long demo (first 3 islands!) although admittedly i only played just over 8 minutes before buying (I
LOVE games like this)
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I hope this game does well, and i will update the review once i have played more/with more updates!. Ripid-fire shiny HD space
invaders set to sick beats and ting innit bruv. What more could you want, really? A modern arcade reinvention of an stone-cold
classic. Drop a couple of disco biscuits for maximum atmosphere enhancement.. im having a blast from the past this was and
still is one of my favourite games except cities skylines ;p
. Could be decent Bejeweled clone, but no leaderboards, no achievements. You must activate the key, then register. But servers
are down they say.. Smoke everywhere
but i like it. Not recommended.
The game is too short and ends with a cliffhanger. The game basically just ends by the time the story starts moving.
Your choices don't really matter. Your choices only affect which girl you end up dating, no meaningful story branches, nothing.
The description implies you get to side with the corruption, but you don't. The only options you get are a) stay on the good path
or B) get the only bad end you can get 5-10 minutes into the game. All other choices only affect your girlfriend, as I stated
before.
The story isn't all that great either. The game seems to try to set up some sort of moral ambiguity with the squirrels, but ends up
defaulting back to the "the other side is clearly evil" narrative. So initially it seems interesting, but just flops at the end.
. Okay. So first things first, I absolutely love this game.
There are several different ways to play the game, which are all fun. If you're the devil, you can try and be sneaky, killing them
off one by one, or you can be really gung ho about. Both have their advantages, both have their disadvatages.
As the survivors you also have different play styles which revolve around the other players in the game. You can try and work
together, you know safety in numbers, which is an extremely valid point which I will explain in a minute, or you can go solo.
Because most of the time when you encounter other players, everything devolves into a giant slap fight.
Now as I said there is safety in numbers, because it's near impossible to capture the devil solo. Let me explain. The system by
which you capture the devil (and also revive others) is button mashing. You have to mash the hell out of your space bar. It seems
very contoller-y, so hopefully the game will eventually get full controller support. Because as it is now, I sometimes experience
issues where the button mashing doesn't work with controllers.
Something else, this game really gets to you. The first couple times you play the game you'll be a bit confused. But once you've
gotten the hang of it, you could end up being the last person alive besides the devil, with four more items to collect, feeling the
tension build further with every item collect, and every time you walk through a door wondering "Is this it? Is this the one where
the devil's waiting on the other side?".
Some things that I wouldn't really call cons, but I think could use some adjusting:
The Sprinting System - Basically your character can sprint for a couple seconds, and if you step on a puddle or walk over a rock
you fall over. That's pretty cool. What isn't cool is that when your character runs out of sprint, rather than just slow down to
walk they trip. This is something that is gauranteed to happen. Your character will trip when you run out of sprint, which brings
up a problem. The devil can sprint forever, and will only trip due to obstacles, he\/she also runs ever so slightly faster than you.
So if you get chased by the devil, you have to hope you can escape through some scene transition or you're dead. Because
nothing stops the devil from camping by your body once you've fallen over.
The Button Mashing - If this game ever got full controller support, this would be okay, but even then not everyone has a
controller. So I think this whole concept needs to be reimagined somehow, because I could totally see this feature being the
death of my keyboard.
The Slapping Feature - You can slap any character and they get slapped aside, and have a period where they have to stand back
up and where they are invulnerable. The problem is, slapping itself has no cool down. I've very commonly seen when multiple
people are in an area just slapping one another nonstop, not allowing either of them to get their items. I believe that the slap
itself should have a cooldown, then people would be less inclined to slap every single person they pass in the halls. After all,
wasting that slap on a person only to turn the corner and face the devil would be very bad. That slap could literally be the
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difference between life and death for them if it had a cooldown. As it is now, when you encounter someone in the hallway, even
if neither of you ever stop moving, there is a 90% chance they will slap you.
Now is this game worth ten dollars when it's on sale?
Definetly.
Is this game worth fifteen dollars?
Yes.
I would rate this game as a 7\/10
And I would recommend it.. Reminds me of Space Siege....but if you like the Torch Light Series, Dungeon Siege Series, or
Diablo Series then you should give this one a go.. How do you rate a game that was fairly entertaining right up until the last 5
minutes? That's The Samaritan Paradox for you. It plays through the first 5 hours as a decent modern adventure game. Aside
from a few tedious stealth segments, the puzzling is in the Goldilocks Zone - not too easy and not too hard. Nice music and art
too. A solid 7/10, right?
That ending, though. It's no spoiler to say there is a big reveal - it is a mystery after all - but what i found unsatisfying is that the
only way to complete the game after that point is to lie to someone who trusts you and to become an accessory to murder, both
of which feel out of character for the person you played during the rest of the game. I mean, there are a lot of games where you
play unlikable protagonists, and that's okay, but here you go from being an unremarkable potato to an outright psychopath in a
couple of clicks. It's weird.
The other unfortunate aspect of this game is that the location is about as Swedish as you could possibly get, but (almost) all the
voice actors are American, so it takes you out of the world a little bit.
But, you know, it's still a good adventure game mechanically. So if you are into adventure games and mysteries, it's still worth
playing.
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